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ABSTRACT
Model management is an approach to simplify the programming
of metadata-intensive applications. It offers developers powerful
operators, such as Compose, Diff, and Merge, that are applied to
models, such as database schemas or interface specifications, and
to mappings between models. Prior model management solutions
focused on a simple class of mappings that do not have executable
semantics. Yet many metadata applications require that mappings
be executable, expressed in SQL, XSLT, or other data transformation languages.
In this paper, we develop a semantics for model-management
operators that allows applying the operators to executable mappings. Our semantics captures previously-proposed desiderata and
is language-independent: the effect of the operators is expressed
in terms of what they do to the instances of models and mappings.
We describe an implemented prototype in which mappings are represented as dependencies between relational schemas, and discuss
algebraic optimization of model-management scripts.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Many challenging problems facing information systems engineering involve the manipulation of complex metadata artifacts, or models, such as database schemas, ontologies, interface specifications,
or workflow definitions, and mappings between models, such as
SQL views, XSL transformations, or ontology articulations. The
applications that solve metadata manipulation problems are complex and hard to build. One reason is due to low-level programming interfaces, which provide access to the individual model elements, such as attribute definitions of database schemas. Programming against such interfaces requires a lot of navigational code.
Another reason is that most approaches are language-specific and
application-specific, i.e., are developed for SQL, UML, or XML
and are not easily portable to other languages or applications.
Model management aims at providing a generic and powerful
environment to enable rapid development of metadata-intensive applications [6, 7]. In many of these applications, mappings must be
executable on instances of the models, such as databases and messages. Example applications include wrapper generation, message
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translation, data exchange, and data migration. In this paper, we
extend model management to cope with such executable mappings,
i.e., mappings that compute target instances from source instances,
or can be evaluated as constraints on instances.
In the core of the model-management approach is a set of algebraic operators that generalize the operations utilized across various metadata applications. The operators are applied to models and
mappings as a whole rather than to their individual elements, and
thus simplify the programming of metadata applications. The operators are designed to be generic, i.e., useful for various problems
and different kinds of metadata. The major model management
operators suggested in the literature include
• Match: create a mapping between two models.
• Compose: combine two successive mappings into one.
• Merge: merge two models into a third model using a mapping
between the two models.
• Extract: return a portion of a model that participates in a mapping.
• Diff: return a portion of a model that does not participate in a
mapping.
These operators can be used for solving schema evolution, data
integration, and other scenarios using short programs, or scripts [6,
8]. A script combines the operators so that the outputs produced by
one operator can be taken as inputs to another operator. The scripts
are executed by a model management system. The first prototype
of such a system, called Rondo, was presented in [27].
While the intuition behind the operators is well understood and
the operators were shown to be useful for solving practical problems, there exists no implementation of model management that is
capable of operating on executable mappings. The reason is primarily due to the lack of rigorous semantics that explains what outputs should be produced if the input mappings are SQL views, XSL
transformations, database constraints, etc. And yet, the purpose of
many model-management scripts is to generate mappings that drive
data migration, message translation, or database wrapping. Such
mappings transform instances of models. How does a developer
know that a script generates mappings that transform instances as
expected? When designing a model-management system, how do
we know that our operator implementation is correct? The answers
require an understanding of the relationship between the models
and mappings returned by each operator and the transformations
expressed by those mappings on the states of those models. To explain that relationship, this paper develops a state-based semantics
for model management operators. Moreover, we applied the definitions to two concrete languages and built a prototype that supports
mappings expressed as constraints using a subset of relational algebra.

Our first contribution is a specification of the semantics of each
model management operator on arbitrary models and mappings.
The semantics is specified by relating the instances of the operator’s input and output models. An instance of a model is a state
that conforms to the model. For example, an instance of a database
schema is a database state, and an instance of an XML schema is
an XML document. An instance of a mapping is a tuple of states,
one for each of the models involved in the mapping. For example,
an instance of a SQL view definition v is a pair (x, y) where x is
a database state and y is a state of the view schema computed by
v. For the purpose of defining the operators we do not specify the
nature of instances any further. We use the terms instance and state
interchangeably.
Our second contribution is to study two approaches to specifying
and manipulating executable mappings, one based on Rondo [27]
and a new approach that operates on mappings represented as logic
formulas. Our motivation for using Rondo was to exploit its data
structures and algorithms, and to avoid implementing a new system from scratch.1 Rondo’s operators are defined for morphisms,
which are sets of uninterpreted correspondences between schema
elements. Morphisms are purely syntactic structures that cannot be
executed. They are useful in metadata applications that do not require executable mappings, such as model translation (e.g., UML
to IDL and even ER to SQL in many cases), dependency tracking,
and impact analysis. However, we show that it is possible to assign
semantics to a subset of Rondo’s language, which we call pathmorphisms, and to generate executable mappings from Rondo’s
outputs under certain assumptions.
Although morphisms are attractive due to their simplicity and
natural visual representation, their expressiveness is inherently limited. To overcome this limitation, we developed a new prototype
in which mappings are represented as sets of logical dependencies between relational schemas. Our prototype can handle a much
broader class of executable mappings than we are able to support
by leveraging Rondo. We describe the architecture of the prototype
and its representation of models and mappings.
Our implementation efforts indicate that computing the results
of a single operator can be very expensive. In fact, some algorithms are exponential in the size of mappings. Even worse, the results of an operator may not be expressible in the supported model
and mapping languages, so the script execution fails. As our last
contribution, we show that it may be possible to rewrite a modelmanagement script into an equivalent but different script. In certain
cases a script that fails can be rewritten as an executable one, and
an inefficient one can be optimized.
The individual algorithms, their correctness proofs, and the algebraic rewriting of scripts warrant a rigorous mathematical presentation that is out of the scope of this paper. We lay out the main
ideas here and present further details in [28, 26].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a
motivating example that illustrates the operators and scripts using a
schema/view evolution scenario. Section 3 formally defines models, mappings, and operators. Section 4 defines the semantics of
the operators and presents further examples to support the intuition
behind our definitions. In Section 5, we focus on the implementation. Section 6 deals with the algebraic rewriting of scripts. Related
work is reviewed in Section 7. Section 8 is the conclusion.

2.

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section, we present a motivating example that introduces
the main model-management operators. We refer to it throughout
1

The source code and sample scripts of Rondo are available at

http://www-db.stanford.edu/∼modman/rondo/
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the solution in motivating
example
the paper to explain the features and semantics of the individual
operators and to illustrate various technical points.
Consider a typical data management setting in which the data
is accessed via user views and is stored in a single integrated
database. The database schema is designed to support all deployed
user views. Facilitating schema and view evolution in such a setting is challenging, since modifications to schemas and views ripple through the entire data management infrastructure and require
painstaking adjustments of schema and view definitions. In the
example that we focus on, an update to a view schema triggers a
modification of the integrated database schema. This modification
prompts the database administrator to revise the schema. As a result, the views defined on the schema, including the updated one,
need to be adjusted. We present a way of automating this process
using model-management operators and illustrate it step-by-step.
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the solution. The
rectangles denote schemas, while mappings are shown as edges.
Assume that s is the schema of the integrated database that contains two tables: Orders for storing customer orders and Software
for keeping the information about the software products and vendors (see Figure 2). Orders has a functional dependency Customer
→ Name (not shown in the figure). Let s v be a view with view
schema v that is used to query the database. The view selects all
customers that bought ACME’s products and is defined as
v.M = πC,N (σV=“ACME” (s.O 1 s.S))
Table and column names are abbreviated using their initial letters.
The above and the following mapping expressions are summarized
for convenience in Figure 3.
Suppose that the view schema v has been edited to include the
columns DOB (“date of birth”) and IsCorporate for supporting a
new business policy for corporate customers. The relationship between v and the new view schema v is specified by the mapping v v produced as part of output of the schema editor:
v.M = πC,N (v  .M)
The database schema s needs to be augmented to store the new
information queryable via the new view schema. To do so, we need
to add to s the new schema elements that appear in v and update the
view definition. This task can be accomplished using the following
model-management script, which we explain line by line below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

s v = s v ◦ v v
vd , v  vd  = Diff(v , Invert(s v ))
s vd = s v  ◦ v  vd
sm , sm s, sm vd  = Merge(s, vd , s vd )
sm v  = (sm s ◦ s v  ) ⊕ (sm vd ◦ Invert(v vd ))
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Figure 3: Mappings in motivating example
Figure 2: Schemas in motivating example
1. In Line 1, we determine the relationship s v between s and v
by computing the composition of mappings s v and v v :
πC,N (σV=“ACME” (s.O 1 s.S)) = πC,N (v  .M)
2. In Line 2, the operator Diff is applied to determine the new information that v adds to v, i.e., the portion of v that does not
participate in the mapping s v . The operator Diff expects a
mapping between v and s. Therefore the operator Invert is applied prior to Diff to swap the left and right sides of the input
mapping. Diff produces the “difference” schema vd and a mapping v vd that relates it to v  (see Figure 3).
3. Line 3 shows another composition that gives us the mapping
s vd between s and vd , which is needed to merge s and vd in
the next step.
4. The operator Merge takes as input the original database
schema s, the new portion of the view schema vd , and the mapping s vd that identifies “overlapping” information in s and
vd , which needs to be represented only once in the merged
schema sm . As a result, columns DOB and IsCorporate are
added to the table Orders in sm . The output mappings sm s
and sm vd describe how the merged schema relates to the input schemas (mappings not shown in Figure 2).
5. In Line 5, we reconstruct the view definition between the
merged schema sm and the new view schema v . As can be
seen in Figure 1, there exist two “paths” connecting sm and v :
one via s and another one via vd . The first “path” relates the
unchanged schema elements in sm and v , and is given by the
mapping composition sm s ◦ s v  :
πC,N (σV=“ACME” (sm .O 1 sm .S)) = πC,N (v  .M)
The second “path” relates the new elements and is given by the
composition sm vd ◦ Invert(v vd ):
πC,D,I (σV=“ACME” (sm .O 1 sm .S)) = πC,D,I (v  .M)

The operator Confluence (denoted by ⊕) is used to create a
single mapping sm v  from the two partial mappings above.
Exploiting functional dependency C → {N,D,I}, we get:
πC,N,D,I (σV=“ACME” (sm .O 1 sm .S)) = v  .M
After running the above script, the database administrator inspects the merged schema sm and realizes that table Orders contains substantial redundancy, because customer data is repeated in
each order, so she normalizes the schema: customers are moved to
a separate table Customers. The administrator also discovers that
storing personal information such as date of birth violates the company’s privacy policy; she deletes the new column DOB. The relationship between the original merged schema sm and the revised
schema s is specified by the mapping s sm .
To migrate the data from the currently deployed schema s to the
revised schema s , the administrator computes the mapping s s as
6. s s = s sm ◦ sm s
The mapping s s is used to automatically derive a set of data
migration operations that include creating a new table Customers
and deleting customer Name from Orders.
All views defined on s need to be updated to operate on the revised merged schema s . We present the script for updating the
view v  that triggered the modification of s. To update any other
view vi on s, simply replace sm by s and v by vi in the script:
7. s v  = s sm ◦ sm v 
8. ve , v  ve  = Extract(v , Invert(s v  ))
9. s ve = s v  ◦ v  ve
7. In Line 7, we obtain the mapping between the revised schema s
and the view v by composing the mapping s sm that captures
the schema revisions with the existing view definition sm v  .
The mapping s v  is computed by exploiting the PK/FK constraints in schemas s , sm , and v .
8. In Line 8, we use the operator Extract to eliminate the “dangling” schema element DOB from the view schema v that has

been deleted from sm . Extract returns the portion ve of the
view schema v that participates in the mapping s v  and the
mapping v ve that ties it back to v .
9. As a last step, we reconstruct the view definition by composing
s v  obtained in Line 7 with the output mapping of Extract.
The composition yields the updated view definition
πC,N,I (σV=“ACME” (s .O 1 s .S 1 s .C)) = ve .M
The above script applied model-management operators to executable mappings, thereby automating manipulation of view definitions and dependencies between schemas. Similar kinds of scripts
can be used to solve other problems, such as reverse engineering
[6] or 3-way merge [25]. In the subsequent sections, we define the
semantics of the operators. The prototype that we built operates on
relational algebra expressions such as the ones shown in Figure 1,
but our definitions of operator semantics are applicable to any data
transformation language.

3.

PREREQUISITES

We present the basic concepts of model management, including
models, mappings, operators, and scripts, and explain the notation
used in the paper. In the examples, we use relational schemas and
assume set semantics for the relations and queries. In our discussion, we use the terms query and view synonymously. More precisely, a view is a named query, whose result schema, called view
schema, is specified explicitly.

Models. A model is a set of instances. Sometimes, a model can
be denoted by an expression in a concrete language, such as SQL
DDL, XML Schema, BPEL4WS [5], or CORBA IDL [35]. For example, a relational schema denotes a set of database states; a workflow definition denotes a set of workflow instances; a programming
interface denotes a set of implementations that conform to the interface. To refer to models, we use variables s, v, m, m1 , m2 , etc.
When x is an instance of model m, we write x ∈ m. When we
use an expression to denote a model, we put it in French quotation
marks, such as E for expression E.
E XAMPLE 1 Each instance of the view schema ve = MyCust(Customer , Name, IsCorporate) in Figure 2 is an entire materialized view containing a populated relation MyCust.

Mappings. A mapping is a relation on instances. In this paper,
we focus on binary mappings, i.e., those that hold between two
models. Sometimes, a mapping can be denoted using an expression in a concrete language such as relational algebra, SQL DML,
XSLT, GLAV, etc. We put such expressions in French quotation
marks.2 To refer to mappings, we use variables map1 , map2 ,
m1 m2 , m2 m3 , etc.
E XAMPLE 2 The mapping
s v  = πC,N (σV=“ACME” (s.O 1 s.S)) = πC,N (v  .M)
is a binary relation on instances of s and v of Figure 2. That is,
for all databases x ∈ s, y ∈ v : (x, y) ∈ s v  if and only if the
mapping constraint is satisfied for x and y.
2

To be well-defined, mapping expressions need to include the definitions of the models they reference (as done in [16, 28]); we omit
them here for brevity.

A mapping can be thought of as a constraint that holds between
two models [9, 22, 23]. If m1 m2 = m1 × m2 , the constraint
is empty; if m1 m2 = ∅, it is contradictory. In general, m1 m2
is an arbitrary binary relation on instances, which may be total,
partial, functional, surjective, etc. A query is a partial functional
mapping [1]. A query (and hence a mapping in general) may not
be expressible in a specific query language.
If (x, y) ∈ m1 m2 we say that instances x and y are consistent
under m1 m2 , i.e., can co-exist simultaneously in the application
that deploys the mapping m1 m2 . If each instance of m1 is consistent under m1 m2 with at least one instance in m2 and vice versa,
we call models m1 and m2 consistent under m1 m2 (or conflictfree as in [9]). That is, m1 and m2 are consistent under m1 m2 iff
m1 m2 is a total surjective mapping between m1 and m2 .

Operators. A model-management operator takes models and
mappings as input and produces models and mappings as output.
Formally, a model-management operator is an n-ary predicate on
models and mappings. The attributes of the predicate are partitioned into input attributes and output attributes. (We define operators as predicates because they may produce different outputs that
are all consistent with the definition of the operators.)
To compute the outputs of an operator effectively for all inputs,
the following property is essential:
D EFINITION 1 (O PERATOR CLOSURE ) Let L be a language for
specifying models and mappings, and let θ be a model-management
operator. L is closed under θ if given any inputs to θ in L the outputs can also be expressed in L.

Scripts. A model-management script is a conjunctive formula
built from model-management operators. The variables and constants in a script refer to models and mappings. Computing the
script means finding a valid substitution, which is one that replaces
all variables by constants (i.e., concrete model and mapping definitions) and makes the script a true formula. For example, substituting the variables in the script presented in Section 2 by the schemas
and mappings shown in Figures 2-3 yields a true formula.

4. OPERATORS
In this section we suggest a state-based semantics for the six major
operators proposed in the literature [6, 7, 8, 27]: Match, Compose
(◦), Merge, Extract, Diff, and Confluence (⊕), as well as five auxiliary operators: cross-product, Id, Invert, Domain, and Range.
Of all the operators, Match plays a special role. Given two models m1 and m2 , the operator returns a mapping m1 m2 that holds
between the models, denoted as m1 m2 = Match(m1 , m2 ). The
operator Match inherently does not have formal semantics. It gives
us what we know about the relationship between models in a particular application context. Sometimes this relationship can be discovered semi-automatically [31] but ultimately Match depends on
human feedback (and hence may be partial or even inaccurate).
For the auxiliary operators and the composition operator we
adopt the standard algebraic definitions:
• m1 × m2 =df {(x, y) | x ∈ m1 and y ∈ m2 }
• Invert(map) =df {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ map}
• Domain(map) =df {x | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ map}
• Range(map) =df Domain(Invert(map))
• Id(m) =df {(x, x) | x ∈ m}

• map12 ◦ map23 =df {(x, z) | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ map12 ∧
(y, z) ∈ map23 }

merged schema

m
m_m1

m_m2

Thus, many well-known properties hold, such as
1. Domain(Id(m)) = m
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m2
mapping
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2. Invert(Invert(map)) = map
3. map1 ◦ (map2 ◦ map3 ) = (map1 ◦ map2 ) ◦ map3

Figure 4: Illustration of Merge (Example 3)

4. map1 ◦ map2 = Invert(Invert(map2 ) ◦ Invert(map1 ))
5. Mapping map is a surjective function onto m if and only if
Invert(map) ◦ map = Id(m)
The definitions of Merge, Extract, and Diff given below capture
the necessary conditions on the operators. However, they allow the
operators to produce non-unique output models and mappings. Traditionally, in problem settings that have this property, various optimality criteria have been used to drive the computation of the outputs, including query evaluation cost [2], size of schema instances
[21, 38], or syntactic properties, such as size of expressions used
for schemas and queries [9, 36]. In Section 6, we discuss an additional minimality requirement that facilitates algebraic rewriting
and optimization of scripts.

4.1 Merge operator
In the motivating example of Section 2, we use the operator Merge
to incorporate the new schema elements of vd into an existing
schema s. One obvious requirement for this task is to preserve all
information in the input schemas. And yet, since column Customer
appears in both schemas, our intuition suggests that it is sufficient
to represent it only once in the merged schema.
These desiderata strongly resemble those of view integration, if
we consider s and vd to be virtual views for which an integrated
schema needs to be produced. We motivate our definition of Merge
by the view integration problem, as explained in the following scenario:
E XAMPLE 3 Consider a company with two departments, each of
which manages its own database. Let m1 and m2 be the respective database schemas (see Figure 4). Suppose m1 and m2 are
not disjoint; for instance, both describe employee data. The mapping m1 m2 describes the mutually consistent states of m1 and
m2 .
To simplify the management of data across the departmental
databases, the company decides to move all data to a centralized
database, which the departments access using view schemas m1
and m2 . Thus, the goal is to create a schema m for the centralized database and views m m1 and m m2 , such that m captures
all the information needed by the departments. If the autonomy of
the departments needs to be restored later on, it should be possible
to reconstruct m1 , m2 , and m1 m2 from m, m m1 , and m m2 ,
i.e., the transition to the centralized database must not lose information.
The following is the formal definition of Merge, which captures
the properties of the above scenario and our desiderata for the motivating example.
D EFINITION 2 ( M ERGE ) Let m1 m2 be a mapping between m1
and m2 . m, m m1 , m m2  = Merge(m1 , m2 , m1 m2 ) holds
only if
i. m m1 and m m2 are (possibly partial) surjective functions
onto m1 and m2 , respectively

ii. m1 m2 = Invert(m m1 ) ◦ m m2
iii. m = Domain(m m1 ) ∪ Domain(m m2 )
Condition (i) states that m m1 and m m2 are views on m. Due
to surjectivity, m1 = Range(m m1 ) and m2 = Range(m m2 ),
so m contains all the information of m1 and m2 . Condition (ii)
guarantees that the input mapping m1 m2 can be reconstructed
from the views. That is, we can obtain the mutually consistent
states of m1 and m2 by the composition Invert(m m1 ) ◦ m m2 .
Condition (iii) ensures that the information in m is used either in
view m m1 or view m m2 .
E XAMPLE 4 In the motivating example, Merge is used in Line 4 of
the script:
4. sm , sm s, sm vd  = Merge(s, vd , s vd )
The input mapping is given as
s vd = πC (σV=“ACME” (s.O 1 s.S)) = πC (vd .M)
The operator produces the mappings
sm s = πC,N,P (sm .O) = s.O; sm .S = s.S
sm vd = πC,D,I (σV=“ACME” (sm .O 1 sm .S)) = vd .M
Clearly, sm s and sm vd are total surjective views: we can reconstruct the state of s and vd uniquely given a snapshot of sm .
Moreover, each state of s and vd is covered by some state of sm ,
so condition (i) holds. The views are total, hence condition (iii) is
satisfied. Consequently, we can represent all information of s and
vd using sm .
The output mappings sm s and sm vd allow us to reconstruct
the constraints between s and vd by composition as s vd =
Invert(sm s) ◦ sm vd . The mapping sm vd has a join condition,
which legitimately requires sm to have values for DOB and IsCorporate only for customers who purchased ACME’s products. In
contrast, a more straightforward πC,D,I (sm .O) = vd .M would incorrectly place this requirement on all customers. Condition (ii)
prohibits such a straightforward mapping.

4.2 Extract operator
In Line 7 of the script in the motivating example, we obtain the
mapping s v  that links the modified view schema v and the
database schema s adjusted by the administrator:
πC,N,I (σV=“ACME” (s .O 1 s .S 1 s .C)) = πC,N,I (v  .M)
Observe that mapping s v  is not functional: it does not tell
us how to obtain DOB values in the view relation v .M from the
database. To retain just the portion of the view that we know how
to populate from the database, we use the operator Extract. The
operator embodies the primary correctness requirement of view selection in data warehousing, namely, that of preserving the queryanswering capability of the selected view. To illustrate, consider
the following scenario:
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Figure 5: Illustration of Extract (Example 5)
E XAMPLE 5 Let m be a database schema and map be a query
over m. Our goal is to select a set of view relations to materialize in a data warehouse. The query map against m must
be answerable using the warehouse schema mx (see Figure 5).
The view definition m mx tells us how to populate the warehouse from the database. We can reformulate our original query
map to run against mx by composing the reverse transformation
Invert(m mx ) and map.
The following definition describes formally the properties of mx
and m mx in the above example.
D EFINITION 3 ( E XTRACT ) Let map be a mapping from m.
mx , m mx  = Extract(m, map) holds only if
i. m mx ◦ Invert(m mx ) ◦ map = map
ii. mx = Range(m mx )
In the definition, m mx is the database transformation from m
to the new schema mx , while Invert(m mx ) ◦ map is the updated
query over mx . Hence, condition (i) requires the updated query
over mx to produce the same results as the original query map
over m. Condition (ii) makes the output model mx to be the range
(i.e., view schema) of m mx .
Extract returns a portion mx of m that is “observable” through
mapping map. If map is a query, Definition 3 can be satisfied by
choosing mx = m , m mx = map. In fact, we can always create
a data warehouse by directly using the query workload map. Furthermore, for any map we can populate the warehouse by copying the entire database, i.e., a trivial implementation of Extract is
mx = m and m mx = Id(m). In general, however, it may be
possible to construct more compact solutions that still satisfy conditions (i)-(ii), as illustrated below.
E XAMPLE 6 Consider again the motivating example of Section 2.
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Figure 6: Illustration of Diff (Example 7)

4.3 Diff operator
In Section 2, the operator Diff is used to compute the “difference”
between the original view schema v and its modified version v .
To motivate the formal definition, we draw upon the problem of
computing view complements in data warehousing. We continue
with the scenario of Example 5.
E XAMPLE 7 Updates of the materialized view relations in the
warehouse mx generate a heavy load on the database m due to
maintenance queries. To offload the database, we set up a complementary database with schema md , which stores the portion of the
data of m that is not in mx . The view m md populates md with
data from m. Together, m md and m mx describe how the data
in the warehouse relates to the data in the complementary database,
namely that mx md = Invert(m mx ) ◦ m md . The original
database can be reconstructed by merging mx and md based on
mx md .
The following definition specifies formally the properties of md
and m md in the above example:
D EFINITION 4 ( D IFF ) Let map be a mapping from m.
md , m md  = Diff(m, map) holds only if for any mx , m mx
satisfying
mx , m mx  = Extract(m, map)
the following condition holds:
m, m mx , m md  =
Merge(mx , md , Invert(m mx ) ◦ m md )
Notice that Diff has a trivial solution md = m, m md = Id(m),
which we obtain by copying the whole database. However, often it
is possible to construct a result that has less redundancy:

Extract is used in Line 8:

8. ve , v  ve  = Extract(v , Invert(s v  ))
and yields the output
ve = MyCust(Customer, Name, IsCorporate)
v  ve = πC,N,I (v  .M) = ve .M
The view schema ve contains precisely those columns of v that
are referenced in the input mapping s v  . Their presence in ve is
required to satisfy condition (i):
v  ve ◦ Invert(v ve ) ◦ Invert(s v  ) = Invert(s v  )
The condition is not satisfied trivially, since the composition v ve ◦
Invert(v ve ) does not yield an identity mapping. Instead, the composition produces a mapping that groups the database states of v
by the columns Customer, Name, and IsCorporate. These are exactly the columns referenced in the mapping s v  , so the above
equality holds.

E XAMPLE 8 In the motivating example, Diff is used in:
2. vd , v  vd  = Diff(v , Invert(s v ))
with the following inputs and outputs:
v  = MyCust(Customer, Name, DOB, IsCorporate)
s v  = πC,N (σV=“ACME” (s.O 1 s.S)) = πC,N (v  .M)
vd = MyCust(Customer, DOB, IsCorporate)
v  vd = πC,D,I (v  .M) = vd .M
The difference schema vd contains the two columns DOB and IsCorporate that do not appear in the mapping s v . In addition, it
contains the primary key Customer. The key column is needed to
link the tuples of vd to those of v . The view v  vd complements
the mapping Invert(s v ). That is, vd and v vd satisfy Definition 4
for any extracted vx and v vx . In particular, for
vx = MyCust(Customer, Name)
v  vx = πC,N (v  .M) = vx .M
vx vd = πC (vx .M) = πC (vd .M)

it is easy to check that




vx vd = Invert(v vx ) ◦ v vd
vx , v  vx  = Extract(v , Invert(s v ))
v  , v  vx , v  vd  = Merge(vx , vd , vx vd )
Outputs vd and v vd yield a correct “difference”; in contrast, dropping the key column from vd produces a lossy complement.

4.4 Confluence operator
Confluence is a new operator that we developed by analyzing the

properties of several model-management scenarios, such as change
propagation [6, 27]. It “unifies” two partial or possibly inconsistent
mappings map1 and map2 between models m1 and m2 . Mappings map1 and map2 may have been designed independently by
two engineers, or obtained as results of other model-management
operators. In effect, Confluence merges two mappings, as opposed
to merging models. It is defined as follows:
D EFINITION 5 ( C ONFLUENCE , ⊕)
map1 ⊕ map2 =df (map1 ∩ map2 )
∪ {(x, y) ∈ map1 | x ∈ Domain(map2 ) ∧ y ∈ Range(map2 )}
∪ {(x, y) ∈ map2 | x ∈ Domain(map1 ) ∧ y ∈ Range(map1 )}
In the motivating example of Section 2, the mappings that are inputs to Confluence agree on the domain and range (see explanation
for Line 5). In this case, the result of confluence is a conjunction
of the constraints in the input mappings, i.e., map1 ⊕ map2 =
map1 ∩ map2 . We touch upon the general case in Section 5.2.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION

To implement the operators for executable mappings, we are pursuing two complementary approaches. The first leverages the implementation of [27], in which mappings are represented as convenient data structures, called morphisms. Morphisms are attractive
because of their simplicity, intuitive visualization, and ease of programming. The algorithms that operate on morphisms are highly
efficient. On the downside, morphisms have limited expressive
power. Thus, as a more general approach, we developed a new prototype in which mappings are represented as calculus expressions.
In the following subsections we elaborate on the two techniques.

5.1 Implementing mappings for Rondo
One way to gain the benefits of executable mappings is to reuse an
existing implementation of model management provided by Rondo
[27]. It precisely specifies the metadata artifacts produced as output
by its operators, but it does not specify a semantics for its mapping
language, called morphisms. We developed a state-based semantics for a subset of that language, called path-morphisms, which
enables us to generate executable mappings from the outputs of
Rondo scripts.3 To illustrate our approach, we present a restrictive
interpretation of morphisms, and mention some extensions.
We start with some preliminary definitions: A morphism is a set
of pairs of elements of two schemas, such as XML attributes or
relational tables. For example, the morphism denoted by the arcs
between schemas v and v in Figure 2 is given by
v.M.C, v  .M.C, v.M.N, v  .M.N



We define path-morphisms for a subset of relational schemas that
we call tree schemas: Let graph Gs of a relational schema s be a directed graph whose nodes are relations and vertices are foreign-key
3
In addition to schemas and morphisms, Rondo uses a third structure called selectors. We treat selectors as identity morphisms on
subsets of schema elements.

to primary-key (FK-PK) relationships. Schema s is a tree schema
if (i) Gs is a forest of trees, (ii) each relation in s has a primary
key, and (iii) each FK-PK join is lossless. Essentially, each tree in
a tree schema is a nested relation, or a snowflake schema as used
in data warehousing. Lossless FK-PK joins ensure that all tuples in
the PK-table are referenced from the FK-table.
The root key KT of tree T is the primary key of the root relation of T . Analogously, the root key Ke of a schema element e
is the root key KT of the tree T that contains e. Trees T1 , T2 are
connected by morphism map if map contains an arc between an
element of T1 and an element of T2 . We define path-morphisms as
follows:
D EFINITION 6 (PATH -M ORPHISM ) Let map be a morphism connecting tree schemas m1 and m2 . If map connects each tree of
one schema to at most one tree of the other schema and map connects the root keys of every pair of connected trees, then map is a
path-morphism.
The algorithm MorphEx shown below generates a relational algebra expression Σ for a path-morphism map. The algorithm exploits the fact that there is at most one join path between every two
relations in a tree schema.
Algorithm MorphEx(map)
Σ := {};
for each pair of attributes e1 , e2  ∈ map do
K1 := root key for e1 ;
K2 := root key for e2 ;
path1 := RelationOf(e1 ) 1 · · · 1 RelationOf(K1 );
path2 := RelationOf(e2 ) 1 · · · 1 RelationOf(K2 );
Σ = Σ ∪ {πK1 ,e1 (path1 ) = πK2 ,e2 (path2 )};
end for
return Σ
E XAMPLE 9 Consider again relational schemas v and v in Figure 2. Let map be the morphism between the schemas given by
the two arcs that connect the schemas. It is easy to verify that both
schemas are tree schemas and map is a path-morphism such that Σ
is the conjunction of the following individual constraints:
1. πC (v.M) = πC (v  .M)
2. πC,N (v.M) = πC,N (v  .M)
Constraint (1) is entailed by (2) and is redundant.
Let LP be the language whose schemas are tree schemas and
mappings are path-morphisms. Although LP has limited expressiveness, it can represent schemas and mappings in many practical
change propagation and schema evolution scenarios. Moreover, the
definition of tree schemas and path-morphisms can be easily extended to XML tree schemas in which XML types correspond to
relational tables and type references play the role of PK-FK dependencies.
Figure 7 illustrates how Rondo can be applied to obtain executable mappings. The following proposition states the conditions
under which it is possible. Since Match has no formal semantics,
we assume that Match is used to obtain all morphisms required as
input prior to executing the script:
P ROPOSITION 1 If the schemas and morphisms that are inputs to
a script are in LP and are closed under Compose, Confluence, and
Invert, then the mapping expressions generated by the MorphEx
algorithm from the output models and mappings of Rondo satisfy
the state-based semantics of Section 4.
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Figure 7: Using Rondo to compute executable mappings
The closure criterion (see Definition 1) requires that the composition and confluence of the input path-morphisms (and their
inverses) be expressible as path-morphisms. It can be effectively
tested by enumerating all compositions and confluences of pairs of
non-inverted and inverted input mappings and checking that each
of them yields a path-morphism. If the closure property holds, the
expressions produced by the MorphEx algorithm are correct and
can be deployed in metadata applications to do constraint checking
or data migration (if the output mappings are functional).
For 1:1 path-morphisms whose only connected keys are root
keys we can make an even stronger claim: whenever the input morphisms fall into this class, we can always compute the correct mapping expressions from the results of scripts. It works because in
this case the conjunction of the constraints in the input mappings
does not imply any within-schema constraints, which would not be
expressible as a morphism.
To appreciate the positive results that we presented above for
path-morphisms, consider a simple extension in which we do not
require path-morphisms to connect root keys.
E XAMPLE 10 Let morphisms map12 , map23 and their relational
algebra expressions be given as
m1 = R(A), m2 = S(A, B), m3 = T(B)
map12 = R.A, S.A = R = πA (S)
map23 = S.B, T.B = T = πB (S)
Notice that map23 is not a path-morphism. The mapping constraints and the primary key constraint on S imply that S is a function from R onto T. That is, composition map12 ◦ map23 must
specify that R contains at least as many different values as T. This
constraint is not expressible by a path-morphism, nor by any finite
first-order formula.
We found that extending the interpretation of morphisms to cover
more expressive classes of mapping expressions is quite challenging. It is also rather important, since many scenarios require richer
expressions than path-morphisms. For example, in the motivating
scenario of Section 2, Customer is not a key of s, sm , or s , so s v,
s sm , and s ve are not path-morphisms.

5.2 Moda: a new prototype for model management
One approach to supporting richer expressions is to represent mappings directly as logic formulas, instead of encoding them in morphisms. We therefore implemented a new model management system, Moda. In Moda, models are relational schemas, and mappings
are logic formulas that express executable data transformations (as
opposed to the graph schemas and morphisms of Rondo). The core
of Moda is an implementation of the main model management operators: Compose, Extract, Diff, Merge, Confluence, Domain, and
Range. In this section, we describe Moda’s mapping language and
the semantics of its operators.

Currently, Moda supports mapping formulas expressed as embedded dependencies [1, p. 217], i.e., sentences of the form
∀x(ϕ(x) → ∃y(ψ(x, y)))
where x, y are lists of variables and ϕ, ψ are conjunctions of relational or equality atoms. Embedded dependencies include GLAV
constraints of the form Q1 ⊆ Q2 , where Q1 , Q2 are select-projectjoin queries. In our implementation, dependencies are represented
using data structures that mimic the parse trees of the expressions.
A relational schema is a tuple (σ, Σ), where σ =
{R1 , R2 , . . . , Rn } is a schema signature and Σ is a set of embedded dependencies over σ. Typically, Σ contains functional and
inclusion dependencies over the signature. A relational mapping is
a tuple (s1 , s2 , Σ12 ), where s1 and s2 are relational schemas and
Σ12 is a set of embedded dependencies over the signatures of s1
and s2 . A set of dependencies is interpreted as a conjunction.
E XAMPLE 11 In the motivating example, the view s v is given by
the relational algebra expression
πC,N (σV=“ACME” (s.O 1 s.S)) = v.M
In the prototype, it is represented as (s, v, Σ) where Σ is
{∀c∀n∀p(s.O(c, n, p), s.S(p, “ACME”)) → v.M(c, n)),
∀c∀n(v.M(c, n) → ∃p(s.O(c, n, p), s.S(p, “ACME”)))}
Let LR be the language whose expressions are relational
schemas and mappings as defined above. To implement the definitions of Section 4, we need to specify the state-based semantics of LR , which is defined as follows. An instance of relational
schema s = ({R1 , . . . , Rn }, Σ) is a database x = r1 , . . . , rn 
such that ri is a finite relation of type Ri and x satisfies every dependency in Σ. An instance of relational mapping (s1 , s2 , Σ12 )
is a pair (x, y) of databases such that x = r1 , . . . , rn  is an
instance of s1 , y = t1 , . . . , tm  is an instance of s2 , and the
database r1 , . . . , rn , t1 , . . . , tm  satisfies every dependency in
Σ12 . That is, the mapping given by (s1 , s2 , Σ12 ) is guaranteed
to satisfy Σ12 and all schema constraints of s1 and s2 .

Implementation of operators. To implement the operators
for LR , we need algorithms that take LR models and mappings as
input and produce as output LR models and mappings that satisfy
the definitions of Section 4. It turns out that LR is not closed under
the model-management operators, i.e., some outputs may not be
representable in LR , but only in some higher-order language, such
as existential second-order logic (∃SO). In general, it is undecidable whether or not a given ∃SO-formula can be represented by an
equivalent first-order formula [39]. Therefore, our algorithms need
to exploit the properties of the operators and their inputs to compute the outputs under some sufficient conditions. Below we give a
high-level overview of what it takes to implement the operators.
We start with the operator Compose. Let map12 = (s1 , s2 , Σ12 )
and map23 = (s2 , s3 , Σ23 ) be the input mappings, such that s2 =
({R1 , . . . , Rn }, Σ2 ). The LR -result of composition, if it exists, is
given by (s1 , s3 , Σ13 ) where Σ13 is equivalent to a ∃SO-formula
∃R1 . . . ∃Rn (Σ12 ∧ Σ2 ∧ Σ23 )
We present a general algorithm for composing embedded dependencies in [28]. To sketch: First, we skolemize the dependencies
as SO dependencies, as in [16]. Second, we eliminate the existential predicates of the intermediate schema, obtaining a deductive
closure restricted to source and target predicates. Finally, we eliminate existential Skolem functions using a multi-step procedure.

The operators Domain and Range can be computed using a
similar reduction algorithm [28]. To see that, notice that Domain(map12 ) is given by (σ1 , Σd12 ), where σ1 is the schema signature of s1 and Σd12 is an LR -reduction of the ∃SO-formula
∃R1 . . . ∃Rn (Σ12 ∧ Σ2 )
If the domain and range constraints for mappings map1 and
map2 are Σd1 , Σr1 and Σd2 , Σr2 , respectively, then the result of Confluence is given by
(Σd1 ∨ Σr1 → Σ1 ) ∧ (Σd2 ∨ Σr2 → Σ2 )
The above formula still needs to be translated to LR if such a reduction exists. If map1 and map2 are both total and surjective
then Σd1 ∨ Σr1 and Σd2 ∨ Σr2 evaluate to true, and confluence can be
computed as a conjunction Σ1 ∧ Σ2 of mapping constraints.
The implementation of Invert is straightforward, since the mapping expressions of LR are symmetric with respect to the “left”
and “right” schema. That is, for map = (s1 , s2 , Σ12 ) we obtain Invert(map) as (s2 , s1 , Σ12 ). Implementing Invert for nonsymmetric languages, such as SQL, is far more challenging.
As we pointed out in Section 4, the outputs of the operators Extract, Diff, and Merge are not determined uniquely. The optimality
criterion that drives our current implementation is based on the size
of expressions used for schemas and mappings, i.e., it favors compact output schemas and mappings over more verbose ones.
Under these assumptions, operator Extract can be implemented
using an algorithm similar to that of [27]. Let sx , s sx  =
Extract (s, map), where s = (σ, Σ), sx = (σx , Σx ). The output
schema sx is computed by copying into σx all relational symbols
in σ that occur in the mapping map, and inferring all constraints
from Σ that are relevant for σx . (Effectively, schema constraints are
added to mapping constraints before invoking the operator.) For
sx constructed in this fashion, the mapping s sx is given as the
view that populates each relation copied into sx from its respective
source relation in s. If map is a query on s, sx , s sx  can be made
more compact: sx can be set to Range(map), and s sx can be set
to map. However, determining that map is indeed a query, i.e., a
functional mapping, requires a non-trivial analysis of the mapping
expression [33].
Analogously to Extract, the operator Diff is computed using an algorithm that picks the relations not occurring in the input mapping.
However, a more optimal solution can be obtained by exploiting the
algorithms developed for computing relational view complements.
In a general case, the solution to Merge can be stated as a
second-order formula, which we omit here for brevity. However,
in some scenarios, such as data exchange [15], mappings are total and surjective, i.e., do not imply any within-schema constraints
(such mappings are called conservative augmentations in [23]). In
these cases, we can use a simpler strategy. Let s1 = (σ1 , Σ1 ),
s2 = (σ2 , Σ2 ), and map12 = (s1 , s2 , Σ12 ) be the inputs to the
computation s, s s1 , s s2  = Merge(s1 , s1 , map12 ). Then, the
output schema s is given as s = (σ1 ∪ σ2 , Σ1 ∧ Σ2 ∧ Σ12 ), where
σ1 ∪ σ2 is the union of the schema signatures (with renaming upon
name collisions). The mappings s s1 and s s2 are constructed as
views on s as in the Extract implementation. Typically, the signature σ1 ∪ σ2 contains substantial redundancy, which can be partially eliminated using equivalence-preserving schema transformations (e.g., those of [9, 32, 36]). Upon applying such transformations, the mappings s s1 and s s2 need to be adjusted accordingly
and may become more complex, as illustrated in Example 4.
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Figure 8: Architecture of the prototype
manipulate relational schemas and mappings as in-memory data
structures. The implementation of the operators uses a library of
building blocks that we developed for elementary formula manipulation. The library includes algorithms for unification, resolution,
transforming a formula into implicative normal form, etc.
Currently, the implementation comprises about 12000 lines of
code, about half as much as Rondo’s code base. It is relatively
compact since it supports only the relational case, has no graphical user interface, and does not store schemas and mappings in a
database system. A parser for mapping expressions is included.
We found that implementing the operators for LR is both challenging and computationally expensive. Most notably, computing
the composition, which seems to be the most frequently used operator, requires exponential worst-case time in the size of input
mappings [28]. This is not surprising, given that many practical
problems involving mappings are NP-hard (e.g., query optimization, query containment, and answering queries using views).
The overall running time of scripts largely depends on the complexity of the schema constraints and mapping expressions, as opposed to just their size. Because of that, it is difficult to present
meaningful performance graphs. In our initial experience, scripts
run in seconds only for quite simple mappings, such as the ones in
Figure 2, and may require minutes for more complex ones. Developing more complete and more efficient algorithms is the subject
of our ongoing work.
As a first application of Moda, we built a data migration tool
to support schema evolution in a data-intensive application. The
tool generates XSL transformations to migrate data from one version of the application to the next. The application uses several dozen schemas, which exploit inheritance, nesting, and other
object-relational features. The LR -mapping between two subsequent versions of the application data is given by over 2500 embedded dependencies, which are translated into XSLT by chasing
canonical instances under constraints. It takes slightly over six minutes to generate the final transformation on a 2.8 GHz PC. The
XSLT produced as output comprises over 30K lines.

6. SCRIPT REWRITING
Model-management scripts have declarative semantics, as we explained in Section 3. However, just like relational algebra expressions, a script can be viewed as a specific execution plan. In fact,
in Moda a script is given by a (procedural) C# program. Unsurprisingly, the execution order of the operators may affect the running
time of the script. But more importantly, reordering the operators
may turn a script that fails into an executable one:

Architecture. The architecture of our prototype is depicted in
Figure 8. The operators are invoked directly from a C# program and

E XAMPLE 12 Consider a model-management script

map = (m1 m2 ◦ m2 m3 ) ◦ m3 m4
that is executed on the input mappings (∀-quantifiers omitted)
m1 m2 = E(a, b) → ∃v(F(a, b), C(a, v))
m2 m3 = F(a, b), C(a, u), C(b, v) → D(a, u, v)
m3 m4 = D(a, u, v) → H(a, u)
between the models
m1 = E(A, B)
m2 = F(A, B), C(A, V)

m3 = D(A, U, V)
m4 = H(A, U)

By exploiting [16, Theorem 3.6], it can be shown that the 3colorability problem can be reduced to the mapping expression for
(m1 m2 ◦ m2 m3 ). Therefore, the result of composing m1 m2
and m2 m3 is not expressible in first-order logic (let alone in LR ).
Hence, direct execution of the above script fails if the operators
do not support second-order reasoning. However, by rewriting the
script as
map = m1 m2 ◦ (m2 m3 ◦ m3 m4 )
we can effectively obtain the resulting mapping as
map = E(a, b), E(b, c) → ∃u(H(a, u))
Thus, sometimes a script cannot even be executed without first
rewriting it as an equivalent script. In the example, we exploit associativity of composition to obtain an equivalent executable order
of operators. Script rewriting can also exploit properties of models
and mappings: in the motivating example, we know that s v and
Invert(v v ) are queries that agree on their range, so we can replace
the first three lines by the two lines shown below without changing
the semantics of the script. This rewriting is similar to performing
selection before join in relational query optimization:
1. vd , v  vd  = Diff(v , Invert(v v ))
2. s vd = s v ◦ v v  ◦ v  vd
Even in the simple example above, determining the equivalence
of scripts is non-trivial and warrants a longer discussion, which is
out of scope of this paper. Below we outline the key idea of our approach, which is based on equivalence-preserving transformations
of operators. To enable such transformations, we introduce minimality conditions on the operators Merge, Extract, and Diff. To see
why they are needed, notice that the output models in Definitions 2,
3, and 4 can be expanded by adding extra “irrelevant” states without
violating the definitions. For example, if m is a relational schema
produced by Merge, we can add an extra table to m and Definition 2 would still hold. The minimality conditions eliminate such
irrelevant states and ensure that each output model is capable of
representing just the needed information, and no other information.
For finite models, such as relational schemas with finite attribute
domains, minimal models can be defined as those with the smallest
number of instances. Using this minimality criterion, the definitions can be extended as follows: in Definition 2, m is a minimal
model satisfying (i)-(iii); in Definition 3, mx is a minimal model
satisfying (i) and (ii); in Definition 4, md is minimal.
The minimality conditions allow us to establish important properties of the operators that are essential for script rewriting, such
as commutativity and associativity, and tell us how to simplify
the scripts when the mappings are functional or total [26]. Furthermore, we can relate the operators directly to some well-known
problems studied in the database literature, as illustrated by the following proposition:
P ROPOSITION 2 (V IEW COMPLEMENT ) Let m mx be a total
view from m onto mx and let

md , m md  = Diff(m, m mx ).
Then, m can be reconstructed from the views m mx and m md .
That is, the following holds:
m, m mx , m md  =
Merge(mx , md , Invert(m mx ) ◦ m md )
In general, if we merge models mx and md obtained by Extract
and Diff from some model m and mapping map, we get a (minimal)
model m that is isomorphic to m, and the isomorphism can be
expressed using Composition and Confluence.
To study the properties of the operators, we utilize a special
structure called an instance graph. Instance graphs are an analysis tool similar in spirit to canonical databases or rule-goal trees
used for query analysis: properties of sets of models can be verified on a single representative structure. Specifically, an instance
graph is a directed labeled graph whose nodes represent instances
of models and edges denote pairs of instances that participate in
mappings. For example, in the case of Merge the instance graph
includes nodes for the two input models and the merged model.
In addition to being an analysis vehicle, instance graphs have an
extra benefit as a data structure. To automate script rewriting, ultimately we would like to enumerate all useful “execution plans”
for a script, such that the model-management system could pick
the most efficient one – just as a database optimizer enumerates
query execution plans. As a first step, we implemented a tool that
attempts to find a counterexample that proves that two given scripts
are not equivalent. The tool is similar in spirit to a satisfiability
checker for logical formulas: it generates and checks different combinations of small, representative instance graphs. The randomized
algorithm used in the tool is sound, but not complete, i.e., in some
cases it may fail to find a counterexample. Finally, instance graphs
could be used to define the minimality criterion for countably infinite models using homomorphisms between instance graphs.
Despite the usefulness of the minimality conditions for script
rewriting, it is often impractical to enforce them on the execution
of a specific operator sequence. In fact, for inputs given in LR , the
minimal outputs of Merge, Extract, and Diff are often not expressible in LR at all, are too hard to compute, or have an unnecessarily
verbose representation. Consider the following example:
E XAMPLE 13 (Based on [19], Example 3.6): Suppose that attribute A has a finite integer domain I, and let
m = R(A, B), m = T(A)
m m = πA (R) = T
Then, the minimal result for md , m md  = Diff(m, m m ) is
given by the minimal view complement
md = S1 (B), . . . , S|I| (B)
m md = Si = πB (σA=i (R)) for i ∈ I 
If I is the domain of positive 32-bit integers, then the output
schema would contain over two billion table definitions. Although
the schema is minimal in the information-theoretic sense, it is by no
means syntactically compact. A non-minimal, yet probably more
useful complement is obtained as S = R.
For the reasons outlined above, our implementation does not
guarantee minimal output models, but makes an effort to produce
outputs that are close to the minimal ones. Minimality can be compared to numerical precision: equivalence-preserving rewriting of
arithmetic operations on real numbers helps speed up numeric calculation; however, the actual computation of the rewritten formula
is typically performed on approximations given by floating point
numbers.

7.

RELATED WORK

Nearly all previous work on model management has considered the
behavior of operators on some representations of models and mappings, not on data instances related by mappings [6, 7, 8, 27, 30].
One exception is [3], where the operators are defined axiomatically
in terms of other operators using category theory. Another is the recent work [16], which uses the state-based approach to characterize
mapping composition. Uniform representation of heterogeneous
schema and instance data is discussed in [14].
In [27], we suggested simple correctness conditions that characterize the information capacity of the schemas returned by the
operators. Specifically, we required that the schema produced by
Merge be at least as expressive as each of the input schemas, and
the schema delivered by Extract be no more expressive than the input schema. However, these requirements are quite weak and do
not specify what the mappings produced by the operators should
do.
In this paper, we give operator definitions that do work on executable mappings and satisfy the desiderata of well known, but
disparate problems studied in the literature, such as integration of
views [9, 12, 36] and of schemas [3, 10, 20, 22, 30], composition
of queries [34] and of schema mappings [16, 24], view complement [4, 19], view selection [2, 13, 21, 38], and answering queries
using views [11, 17]. These problems have typically been studied
in isolation and trimmed to specific languages. We distill essential
properties of these problems into language-independent operators.
Operator Compose generalizes query composition. It is equivalent to query composition when m1 m2 and m2 m3 are queries,
i.e., functional mappings. It is well-known how to compose two
relational algebra queries, and that the result is always another relational algebra query [1]. However, if the input mappings are nonfunctional or have different directionality, computing composition
can be much harder. A first general definition of mapping composition was given in [24], where the result of composition is defined
relative to a query language. The language-independent definition
used in this paper was proposed independently in [16] and [25].
The work [16] was the first to demonstrate how to turn a state-based
operator definition into algorithms that manipulate executable mappings. Among the negative results, [16] proves that composing
mappings given by source-to-target tuple-generating dependencies
(tgds) may not be definable by any formula of Lω
∞ω logic, and
that composing first-order formulas may produce a non-computable
mapping. Work [28] shows that composition of full tgds that need
not be source-to-target is undecidable. On the positive side, [16]
establishes that full source-to-target tgds and second-order tgds are
closed under composition and are suitable mapping languages for
data exchange [15].
Our formalization of Merge builds on the extensive work on
schema and view integration. To our knowledge, Definition 2 is the
first to satisfy the following important desiderata suggested in that
literature. First, the definition is language independent [3, 30]. Second, Merge is driven by an input mapping, and the output includes
the mappings between the merged model and the input models [9,
22, 36]. Third, the merged model represents the complete information of each input model [12, 30, 36]. Fourth, inconsistent models
can be merged [22]. Finally, Merge is associative and commutative,
satisfying the desiderata of [10].
Our definition of Extract builds on the (materialized) view selection problem [2, 13, 21, 38], whose objective is to find a set of views
that allows answering a given query workload. If the workload consists of a single query map, the correctness criterion of view selection is condition (i). Past work on view selection is an example of
where the focus has been on finding the optimal representation of

the result of Extract, where the language for expressing models and
mappings are various subsets of SQL. Condition (i) can also be interpreted as a problem of answering queries using views using an
exact rewriting [11, 17]. That is, given a view m mx , the goal is
to rewrite query map on m into query q = Invert(m mx ) ◦ map
on mx . Definition 3 covers a general case in which map is an
arbitrary, possibly non-functional mapping. Algorithms for query
reachability (e.g., [18, 37]) can be used to implement Extract when
the mapping language is recursive datalog (and subsets thereof).
The extracted schema is the result of looking at the leaves of the
query tree after the predicates in the query have been applied as
tightly as possible to all nodes in the tree. An implementation of
Extract for SQL can exploit view selection algorithms that are deployed in commercial database systems [2].
Our definition of Diff is based on the view complement problem
[4, 19], yet covers the general case in which the input mapping is
non-functional (i.e., not a view). Two views are complementary if
given the state of each view, there is a unique corresponding state of
the source database. That is, if the two views are materialized then
the database can be reconstructed from the views. View complements are exploited to guarantee desirable data warehouse properties such as independence and self-maintainability. The polynomial
algorithm of [19] can be used for computing Diff when the input
map is a relational select-join view. If map contains projections,
the output view may be sensitive to permutation of constants.
The minimality conditions that we discussed in the context of
script rewriting have been suggested for view minimization, finding minimal view complements, or minimizing the output schemas
in view integration. Although they are essential for performing
equivalence-preserving transformations, many authors argued for
approximate solutions to these individual problems. For example,
[21] selects views that are minimal relative to a given set of views,
but not w.r.t. all conceivable views (i.e., non-minimal Extract is
acceptable); [19] argues that the reduced information content of
minimal (vs. non-minimal) view complements may not justify the
increase in their complexity (i.e., non-minimal Diff is acceptable);
[12] describes an algorithm for minimizing the merged schema but
does not guarantee a minimal result due to complexity caused by
schema constraints. Thus, we use the minimality criteria as a foundation for algebraic optimization, but adopt a best-effort policy for
our implementation.
In [29], morphisms are referred to as inter-schema correspondences and are used to generate executable mappings by exhaustive
enumeration of the possible interpretations.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a state-based approach to specifying the semantics
of model-management operators, which is instrumental for building model-management systems that work with executable mappings. A major strength of state-based characterization is its ability
to specify the operators in an abstract fashion, without appealing
to particular schema, constraint, or transformation languages, or
to particular representations of models and mappings. We showed
that our semantics satisfy the desiderata of well known, but disparate problems studied in the literature. We believe that our approach lays a foundation for a formal treatment of many modelmanagement problems.
We explored two paths to implementing the operators. First,
we leveraged an existing implementation by generating executable
mappings from the output schemas and morphisms produced by the
Rondo system. To do that, we identified the language LP of tree
schemas and path-morphisms for which Rondo’s outputs respect
our state-based semantics. Second, to overcome the limitations of

path-morphisms, we built a new prototype Moda that implements
the model-management operators for the language LR of relational
schemas and mappings. We found that representing schemas and
mappings using explicit logical formulas is a more flexible, yet substantially more challenging approach, which raises deep theoretical
issues. Third, we identified the potential of script rewriting, which
is critical not only for performance reasons but also to ensure that
the script can be executed at all. Finally, we applied Moda to build
a schema evolution tool for a data-intensive application.
Further work is needed to find other interpretations of morphisms
to cover more expressive mappings, to develop efficient algorithms
for implementing model-management operators where mappings
are expressed as logic formulas, and to obtain a deeper understanding of the algebraic and computational properties of the operators.
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